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the developers decided that they wanted to add the
ability to switch between characters in order to

avoid repeating the same story from the first game.
initially, there was a plan to allow multiple endings
in the first game, and for the characters to be from
the first and second games, but they abandoned
this idea. the developers also wanted to make

danganronpa another episode: ultra despair girls a
bigger game than the first, but at the same time,
they wanted the game to be a continuation of the
first game. they decided that switching between

characters would help with this by making it easier
for players to be able to play through the game at

their own pace. after deciding that they wanted the
game to be set in the real world, the developers

immediately decided on a location for the game to
take place. kodaka is a fan of surreal manga, and
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the game takes place in a surreal version of the real
world, where things have been exaggerated. this,

combined with a huge focus on the characters, was
the main inspiration for the game. since the game

takes place in a surreal version of the real world, the
developers decided to have the game include
sections where the player has to interact with

objects and characters in order to advance. they
created this mechanic in order to provide the player

with a sense of physical presence and to help the
player feel as though they are in the game, rather
than playing it in a virtual reality space. suffering a
major breakdown, komaru naegi is placed under the

care of the zpd academy who is known as the
"perfectionists". this is where komaru meets makoto

naegi who is planning to sue the academy for the
sake of his sister, komaru.when komaru's new

therapist, chisa yagami, discovers that komaru and
makoto are related, she sends komaru to live with

makoto. it is in this setting that komaru and makoto
meet and discover the identities of the two

teenagers, in the eyes of the perfectionists, makoto
is a potential threat and komaru is the girl that

makoto loves and wants to protect. this sets up the
two girls' relationship and eventually the whole

story starts to unfold.danganronpa: the animation is
a visual novel adapted from the award-winning
"killer game" danganronpa. the story is about
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komaru naegi, a normal high school girl who is killed
by a student during her school's entrance ceremony.
however, komaru unexpectedly survives and wakes
up in a world where the tables have turned. komaru
finds herself surrounded by children who are eager

to kill her to prevent her from being executed.
however, komaru is able to escape by meeting a

boy who has an eye patch. komaru eventually
teams up with makoto naegi, another student who

has been targeted by the children. together, the two
of them begin investigating what happened to

komaru and why everyone is trying to kill
her.danganronpa: the animation is designed for a

mature audience and contains gore, violence, sexual
content, and strong language.
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after monokuma's death, an eye from his head
floated up to the ceiling and then came down from

above and bounced along the ground to the
monokumas awaiting punishment, who responded
by rising up to greet it. [9] this scene was the first

time the player had been fully immersed in the
game, but it was not the first time the player saw
the face of monokuma. danganronpa v3: killing

harmony featured a bonus demo at e3 2013 that
told the story of a mystery that played out in the

year 2000 as the face of the game's main character,
suzune aono, appeared on the television screen,

triggering the culprit to respond. the new characters
in danganronpa another episode are junk, a semi-
badass delinquent with a sword and chain on his
back, who was an ex-member of a criminal gang,

and bomber, a weapons-wielding pimp. their
motivations are seemingly set by the illusionary

bullet and the revenge bullet respectively. junk has
a child-like personality and is the complete opposite

of kiyotaka, while bomber is an angry, short-
tempered young man, and their adventures as the

fake monokumas continue into danganronpa
another episode. genocide jack is the result of an

experiment, who is frequently referred to as a
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"monstrous child" by komaru, but he is much more
capable than his previous incarnation as toko.

genocide jack once supported komaru and kept her
away from her father, but eventually betrayed her
and she attacked him with her genoscissors, when
he was in his genocide mode. with the inability to

generate batteries, he may be defeated by an
attack from behind or the knockback bullet, which

can expose him. 5ec8ef588b
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